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Everyone was shocked when the black lotus appeared. 

The black lotus contained powerful Demonic Energic. 

It was impossible for an earthling to have such powerful Demonic Energy. 

James was not a human. He was a demon! 

Earth’s humans might not know of the existence of demons, but Xain and the others 
were from the 

Overworld and knew about them. Earth’s current skill was related to demons. 

Even Matias was shocked and immediately lost the arrogance he had previously. His 
worried face was full of horror as he kept stepping backward 

“Die!” James pointed at Matias. 

The black lotus swept over to Matias with terrifying Demonic Energy. 

Before Matias could react, his body was enveloped by James’ Demonic Energy. 

The Demonic Energy strangled his body like a snake. 

His face was distorted in pain, and his expression was hideous and horrifying. 

“Ahh!!!” 

The Demonic Energy surrounded him and caused him tormenting pain. 

He unleashed all his strength in an attempt to break free. 

However, the Demonic Energy was too strong, and he could not break free no matter 
how hard he tried. 

Boom! 

A moment later, his body exploded and vanished from everyone’s sights in an instant. 



Witnessing Matias’ death, James’ furious heart gradually calmed down. The Demonic 
Lotus transformed into black mist and entered his body again, returning his face to 
normal. 

He felt like a completely different person from who he was just a few moments ago. 

Xain could only watch helplessly as his junior died in James’ hands. 

He knew Matias had already unlocked the Eighth Inner Gate. However, he was easily 
slaughtered by James. 

He was in disbelief. 

Three years ago, James was nothing but an ant in his eyes. 

Three years later, he had become peerless. 

It was unbelievable. 

“J-James, you* 

Xain stared at James 

He had no idea how James had obtained such powerful Demonic Energy 

James also looked at Xain. 

At that moment, he also thought of killing Xain. 

Previously, he did not know how strong his Supernatural Power was, but he knew he 
could kill a strong man like Matias. Perhaps, he could kill Xain and all the Overworld 
Outsiders as well. 

After the thought crossed his mind, James smiled brightly. 

“I haven’t seen you in three years, Xain. I’ve missed you.” 

James smiled and unleashed the Demonic Lotus again. 

He leaped up and stood on the black lotus. Then, he looked at Xain, Samarth, and the 
Sacerdotal Sect’s disciples in front of him. 

“I’m going to give you a chance to live, Xain. Go ahead and attack.me. If you defeat me, 
I’ll forgive you for everything that happened in the past. If you lose, this place will be 
your grave.” 



James’ voice resounded. 

“Get out of the way!” Xain shouted. 

The Sacerdotal Sect’s disciples behind him retreated into the distance and watched 
from afar. 

Samarth also retreated into the distance. 

James and Xain were the only ones left in the area. 

Xain performed his cultivation method, and the True Energy in his body circulated. He 
unleashed his True Energy with his full strength. The energy shot up and scattered the 
clouds, and the sky immediately became clear. 

He was slightly apprehensive toward James. 

He was uncertain about what James had experienced in the past three years. 

He did not know how James had acquired such strong Demonic Energy 

However, it was clear he had to fight today. 

James killed his junior, and he would lose his foothold on Earth if he did not seek 
revenge. 

Moreover, James wanted his life. 

What would the Overworld Outsiders think of him if he did not fight back? 

“Die, b*stard!” Xain roared. 

His deafening voice resounded, and the ground trembled. 

A powerful sonic wave swept the surroundings. 

James felt his eardrums go numb. The True Energy and Blood Energy in his body 
churned. Unable to suppress the Blood Energy, his throat grew warm, and blood 
gushed into his mouth. 
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However, he forcibly endured it and swallowed the blood in his mouth. 

“What terrifying energy. As expected from someone who’s reached the Supernatural 
Consummation.” James was shocked. 

In terms of True Energy, he was far inferior to Xain. 

He relied on his body’s physical strength and the black lotus. 

Clearly, he was not a match for Xain if he only relied on his physical strength. 

At that moment, Xain appeared before him. 

Xain clenched his fist and swung at James. 

His fist contained great force, seemingly wanting to crush everything in its path. 

James was caught up in his thoughts and was slightly careless. The powerful fist 
slammed into his body. His body was injured, and he was sent flying into the distance. 

After being blasted for about thousands of meters, the force finally dissipated. 

At that moment, James could sense some cracks on his body’s surface as if it was a 
piece of glass that was shattered with countless tiny cracks, which would fall apart when 
touched. 

“What intense force.” 

This was James’s first fight against a powerhouse that had reached the Supernatural 
Consummation. 

He was shocked by Xain’s strength. 

Although he was physically strong, he was still not a match for Xain. 

Just when he was about to give up, a powerful force emerged from his body and quickly 
repaired his severely injured body. In just a short moment, his body’s injuries were 
completely healed. 

“What?” James was shocked. 

It was the first time he got injured after his resurrection 

“This body can automatically treat injuries and heal itself? 

“What an amazing body.” 



James was surprised. 

At that moment, he was full of confidence again. 

Even if his opponent had reached the Supernatural Consummation, so what? As long 
as Xain could not kill him instantly, he would be unbeatable. 

He walked toward Xain slowly. 

Xain could definitely kill a Supernatural that had unlocked the Ninth Inner Gate in one 
move since he had reached the Supernatural Consummation and was one step away 
from becoming a Herculean. 

However, he could not kill James with one move. 

His face gradually darkened. 

“What happened to him in the past three years? How did he become so strong? 

Xain’s heart was filled with murderous intent. 

James had terrifying potential 

He would surely become a threat if he were to continue growing. 

Swoosh! 

He drew his sword. 

His long sword had a purple blade. He pointed it at James, and a purple Sword Light 
flew out of the long sword 

James made a command in his mind, and the black lotus transformed into black mist. 
Then, it was reshaped into a long black sword and shot out. 

“Break!” Xain roared. 

Xain held his long purple sword and attacked aggressively. He kept swinging his sword, 
shattering the materialized swords formed from the black mist. 

Each time a long black sword was shattered, James would suffer a backlash. 

Xain charged forward and attacked the black lotus first. 

He could sense that the black lotus was strange, and he would have to destroy it if he 
wanted to kill James. 



He pierced the black lotus with his sword. 

Black Demonic Energy emerged from the black lotus. 

The Demonic Energy was like a vine growing along the long purple sword’s blade, 
completely swallowing and destroying it. 

Xain quickly dropped the sword and backed away 

At the same time, he mobilized all his True Energy and attacked the black lotus again. 

The black lotus was shattered instantly and turned back into black mist, entering James’ 
body 

James took a few steps back. At that moment, his Blood Energy was churning, and he 
spurted out a mouthful of blood. 

Xain’s expression was terrifyingly grim. 

He glared at James with shock. He never expected the black lotus to be so evil, nor did 
he expect James’ current strength to be so great 
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